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By SCOTT BOEHMER
Campus editor
The larger than life Christmas
trees in Booth Library and Old
Main – complete with white lights,
red ribbons and the smell of pine,
– have become an Eastern
tradition students and faculty have
come to depend on.
For 15 years, a huge tree has
been placed in the library lobby,
leaving the campus to wonder:
where is such a tree found and
how did they get it through the
door?
The white pine in Old Main is
also put up annually, though the
tradition started more recently.
Lois Dickinson, library op-
erations assistant and exhibits
coordinator, said it requires help
from Physical Plant workers to
move the trees into their respective
locations.
Dickinson said the workers are
able to squeeze Booth’s tree into
the library by opening up the north
entrance and dragging the tree in.
Both of the trees come at very
little cost to Eastern. Booth’s tree
is donated by former professor
Richard Andrews of the life
services department, who grows
them on his farm and donates
SARAH WONG/Staff photographer
Matt Weldon, a senior social science major, passes the Christmas tree in Booth Library Monday night. The
huge tree has become a common site on campus during the holidays
Campus Christmas trees becoming 
a holiday tradition for the university
By BETSY COLE
Administration editor
Eastern’s new Board of
Trustees, set to replace the Board
of Governors in January, will be
on campus today and Wednesday
to attend an orientation session.
Eastern President David Jorns
said the purpose of the two-day
orientation is to teach the new
board how the university
operates. A schedule of seminars,
ranging from strategic planning
and legislative issues to student
life and general board operations,
makes for a hectic schedule.
Administrators have been
working to create a smooth
orientation process. “We had a
dress rehearsal, and we all went
through our presentations and
critiqued them for each other,”
Jorns said of himself and other
administrators. “We’re working
hard to give them as much
information as we can without
making it too burdensome.”
The seminars are closed to the
students. Since the board hasn’t
officially begun its job, it is
possible for them to hold closed
meetings, said journalism
professor James Tidwell, who
teaches a media law class and will
give a presentation to the board
on the Open Meetings Act.
“They’re not conducting any
business and once the board is in
place (in January), all meetings
have to be open,” Tidwell said.
“There will be plenty of time later
for faculty and students to sit in
on the meetings.”
Tuesday’s schedule includes
presentations by Special Assistant
to the President Jill Nilsen
speaking on strategic planning;
Provost and Vice President for
Academic Affairs Terry Weidner
speaking on academic life; Vice
President for Student Affairs Lou
Hencken speaking on student life;
Vice President for Business
Affairs Morgan Olsen speaking
on business affairs and the
university budget; and Physical
Plant Director Ted Weidner
speaking on campus physical
facilities.
“I will give a general overview
New board members
begin a two-day visit
By SCOTT BOEHMER
Campus editor
An Eastern student hospitalized two weeks ago with
meningococcal meningitis has been upgraded from
serious condition to fair condition, but hospital officials
say they don’t know how much longer she will remain
hospitalized.
Jenny Saunders, a senior elementary education major,
is hospitalized at BroMenn Regional Medical Center in
Bloomington.
“It’s just an improvement in her condition,” said
Renee McKinley, nursing supervisor at BroMenn.
“Once they (patients) are updated things can move
better.”
“We still don’t know how much longer she’ll be in
the hospital,” said Marjorie Saunders, Jenny’s mother.
“(She will have) to have some rehabilitation because the
infection was so intense.”
McKinley said the clinical definition for a patient that
is in fair condition is that “vital signs are stable and
within normal limits.”
“The patient is conscious but may be uncomfortable,
and the indicators are favorable,” she said. 
Saunders said Jenny is now walking, on a regular diet
and off of antibiotics, although she is unsure when she
may be able to return to school.
Saunders said Jenny was in the intensive care unit for
eight days, but is no longer there because of her
upgraded condition.
Several of Jenny’s friends from her sorority, Alpha
Sigma Tau, have come to BroMenn to see her, her
mother said
Condition of meningitis victim
upgraded from ‘serious’ to ‘fair’
By JESSIE BRISTOW
Staff writer
A bill in the Illinois Senate may
allow proprietary schools, or for-
profit institutions, to be eligible
for the Monetary Award Program,
said Eastern Lobbyist Chris
Merrifield.
The MAP award, which has
previously been reserved for
public and private schools, is a
gift-aid program funded by the
state, said John Flynn, Eastern’s
financial aid director. He added
that the MAP award is based on
financial need.
Flynn also said the bill could
affect public schools, such as
Eastern, because not all tuition
and fees are covered by MAP
awards.
“If you add institutions to the
program, you further dilute the
money available from MAP
awards and lessen the chance that
MAP awards will cover tuition
and fees,” he said. “If you can’t
fund those students already in the
program, you shouldn’t be adding
new ones.”
If passed, the bill would allow
proprietary schools, which are
accredited by the North Central
Accrediting Association and the
Illinois Board of Higher
Education, to be eligible to
receive MAP awards.
There are only two proprietary
schools in Illinois:  Devry
Technical Institute in Chicago and
Mid State College in Peoria.
These schools could be granted
up to $10 million in MAP awards
to give to their students if the bill
is passed, Flynn said.
In fiscal year 1995, Eastern
received $4,240,285 in MAP
funds from the state. Currently,
Eastern has 2,369 MAP award
recipients, Flynn said.
In 1994, MAP increased by $11
million and served 128,000
students in Illinois, according to
Ross Hodel, spokesman for the
Illinois Board of Higher
Education.
Hodel said IBHE supports the
State Senate bill will
change MAP eligibility
See BOARD page 2
Members plan
to learn how
‘university
operates’
The patient is concious but may be
uncomfortable, and the indicators are
favorable.”
– Renee McKinley,
nursing supervisor at BroMenn Regional
Medical Center in Bloomington
“
Aid eligibility
extended to
for-profit
institutions
See MAP page 2
See TREES page 2
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Spring Break!
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Serve the inner-city poor, rural poor,
or disadvantaged children
Deal with environmental, housing, or
peace and justice issues
✔
✔
✔
Pick up an application at 909 E.
Lincoln or call 348-0230 for
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Golden Eye (PG-13) 4:15, 7:00
Nick of Time (R)  7:15 
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Copycat (R) 7:15, 9:45
Powder (PG-13)             7:00, 9:30
Toy Story (G) 5:00, 7:15
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Ace Ventura 2 (PG-13)      5:15, 7:30
Advertise
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MILWAUKEE (AP) – A medical labo-
ratory that misread Pap smears of two
women who later died of cervical cancer
pleaded no contest Monday to reckless
homicide.
As part of a plea agreement between
Chem-Bio Corp. and prosecutors, Judge
David Hansher did not immediately enter
a guilty verdict against the company,
which will be allowed to appeal parts of
the case.
Terms of the agreement were
announced the day the case was set to go
to trial.
Sentencing for Chem-Bio, of suburban
Oak Creek,  on the two charges was
scheduled for Feb. 22.
Chem-Bio faced a possible fine of
$20,000 if convicted of homicide by
reckless conduct in the death of Dolores
Geary and second-degree reckless homi-
cide in the death of Karin Smith.
The husbands of both victims were in
the courtroom Monday.
“(Karin) would have been disappoint-
ed,” said Peter Smith. “No one’s being
held accountable.”
Geary, 40, a mother of three from Oak
Creek, died in 1993.
Smith, 29, of Nashotah, died March 8.
District Attorney E. Michael McCann
said the women were victims of indiffer-
ence and blatant error.
The two families won settlements
totaling $10 million after suing Chem-
Bio and their health maintenance organi-
zation, Family Health Plan.
However, Smith asked before she died
that prosecutors also pursue criminal
charges.
At an inquest earlier this year, experts
testified that Pap smears – gynecological
tests for cancer – had repeatedly shown
obvious signs of the cancer, which can be
treated if caught early.
In both cases, the cancer tests were
read by the same technician at Chem-
Bio.
In April, prosecutors said the techni-
cian and a doctor who oversaw the lab
had signed agreements freeing them from
criminal charges as long as they abide by
conditions covering their professional
conduct for the next six years. In signing
the agreements, the two did not admit to
any crime.
Medical lab officials plead guilty in Pap smear blunder
PEORIA (AP) – Strikers who
fought and lost a bitter 17-month
battle against Caterpillar Inc. wait-
ed with resignation Monday for the
company to call them back to jobs
now being done by replacement
hires and union defectors.
The company, meanwhile,
sought assurances that their offer to
return, despite overwhelming votes
against proposed contracts, “was
made in good faith and is truly
unconditional.”
“I’m ready to at least get back to
work and get my life going again,”
said Rob Backus, a pipe fitter with
28 years at Caterpillar.
“It’s been a long, hard struggle,”
Backus said. “You just kind of plug
along as you go. It’s about all you
can do. Basically, you’re stuck
between a rock and a hard spot.”
Caterpillar promised all strikers
will eventually be offered jobs, but
has told them to stay away until it
sorts out who is needed where. The
company hired 1,100 new employ-
ees during the strike and used
about 5,600 temporary workers.
The nation’s largest maker of
heavy and earth-moving equipment
also indicated the transition back to
union workers from temporary
employees who worked the pro-
duction line during the strike could
take some time.
Caterpillar strikers
end 17-month stand
of campus, which will include a
tour,” Weidner said. “I view my
job as informing them of some
of the challenges ahead of
them.”
Hencken said he will give a
brief overview in the area of stu-
dent affairs with an emphasis on
the students.
“I’m going to talk about
alumni, ethnic background, gen-
der, top feeder high schools and
some of the services provided
for the students, such as health
services, financial aid and place-
ment,” he said.
The new board will have a
lunch break at the Gregg Triad
dining hall at 12:30 p.m. and
dinner in the evening at
President Jorns’ house.
On Wednesday, seminars
won’t run past noon, with the
first presentation at 9 p.m. by
Eastern Lobbyist  Chris
Merrifield.
“I’ll be talking about the kind
of work I do and what we’re
doing with the General
Assembly,” Merrifield said. “I
want to help them develop a leg-
islative platform and discuss the
issues being considered in the
General Assembly in which
we’ll  have an interest ,” she
added.
Merrifield said she’s excited
about getting started with the
process of having a governing
board.
The last  two seminars on
Wednesday will  include
Tidwell’s presentation on the
Open Meetings Act and Jorns’
discussion of board operations.
BOARD from page one
bill because the members look at it from a student
affordability perspective. 
“The Board feels that if a student goes to a school
recognized by the NCAA or IBHE, then they should
be eligible for any type of financial aid,” he said.
Whether the bill will be passed lies in the hands
of the Senate which will not reconvene until 1996.
Hodel said he does not know if the bill will be
passed.
Flynn believes the bill will be fought by commu-
nity and private colleges.
“I don’t think the state can afford to enlarge pro-
grams that aren’t meeting current needs,” Flynn
said.
MAP from page one
them to the library at “a very low
cost.” Ed Adams, a mechanical
engineer in the Physical Plant,
donated the tree for Old Main.
Shelly Flock, Eastern’s direc-
tor of media relations, said the
tree has been placed in the lobby
of Old Main for the last few years
as part of the decorations for
Eastern’s Community Party,
which will be held from 5-7 p.m.
Dec. 12. 
“One of the reasons we put up
the tree is as decoration for the
(Eastern) Community Party,”
Flock said. “The tree is part of
the decorations for that, as well
as for the enjoyment of faculty,
staff and students and community
members who can see it as they
drive by.”
“We do have a lot of commu-
nity people come in and bring
their small children, so that’s
always kind of fun,” Dickinson
said.
Because of the large size of
both trees, special tools are need-
ed to assist tree decorators with
their task.
Dickinson said she is in charge
of decorating Booth’s tree, along
with help from a few students.
She said her main aid in placing
decorations on the tree, which is
about 21 feet high and 15 feet
wide, is a type of pole given to
her by the Physical Plant which
allows her to place high lights
and ornaments on the tree.
Flock said the Old Main tree
decorators use a hydraulic lift to
place their ornaments on the
tree’s high branches, with the
tree’s total height close to that of
Booth’s tree at 20 feet. 
Unlike the decoration of Booth
Library’s tree, Flock said many
employees of Eastern’s Planning
and Public Affairs Office are
involved in decorating the tree in
Old Main.
“Basically it’s done on a vol-
unteer basis,” Flock said.
“Anyone who wants to help dec-
orate the tree is more than wel-
come to help come out and do
that.”
Both Booth and Old Main’s
trees have an individual style of
TREES from page one
WASHINGTON (AP) – Eager
to boost pressure on President
Clinton to cut a budget deal,
Republicans are engaged in a
long-shot strategy of trying to out-
flank the White House with a little
help from some Blue Dogs.
GOP leaders are courting a
group of 21 conservative House
Democrats, the self-proclaimed
Blue Dogs, hoping to get them
behind the Republican drive to
balance the budget by 2002. With
enough Democratic support, they
believe, they might persuade
President Clinton to strike a com-
promise.
Republicans concede that the
numbers probably just aren’t there
to put together a veto-proof bud-
get-balancing bill that would deal
a devastating political blow to
Clinton. They would need support
from 55 Democrats to get the 290
votes needed in the House to over-
ride a presidential veto, and from
13 Democrats to line up the
required 67 votes in the Senate.
“It’s possible, but not likely,”
admits Senate Majority Whip
Trent Lott, R-Miss., the GOP’s
chief vote-counter in the Senate.
There are important policy dif-
ferences dividing Republicans and
conservative Democrats. While
the Blue Dogs favor balancing the
budget in seven years, they oppose
the GOP’s $245 billion tax cut.
They also object to the amount
of savings Republicans would
extract from Medicare, Medicaid,
welfare and dozens of other
domestic programs.
Nonetheless, the GOP’s divide-
and-conquer strategy could unset-
tle administration officials and
Democratic lawmakers whose
budget talks with GOP leaders are
entering their second week. Many
rank-and-file congressional
Democrats are eager to vote for a
budget-balancing plan before next
year’s elections, and if the party’s
unity behind Clinton shows signs
of crumbling, so might the admin-
istration’s tough bargaining posi-
tion.
GOP leaders attempt to sway
Democrats for budget support
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Easy does it!
Tami Niemerg, a sophomore physical education major, watches as Debra Cartier, a licensed practical
nurse, pulls a needle out of her arm during the Red Cross Blood Drive in Lawson Hall Monday night.
By MELANIE McCLAIN
City editor
The Charleston City Council
tonight is scheduled to authorize
an agreement to allow engineers
to begin design plans for a bike
trail planned to be completed
between Charleston and Mattoon
early next year.
The council will meet at 7:30
p.m. in the Council Chambers in
the Municipal Building, 520
Jackson Ave.
If passed, the agreement would
hire four engineers from Up-
church and Associates, of Ma-
ttoon, to begin designing the trail
and do the final engineering work
for up to $38,000.
The company recently finished
the preliminary plans for the trail,
which will run from Tenth Street
Park in Mattoon to a campground
on the Embarrass River, accord-
ing to Doug McDermand, execu-
tive director of the Coles County
Regional Planning and De-
velopment Commission.
McDermand said the land
being used for the trail is owned
by both cities and some land
owners are concerned about their
privacy. However, he said this
problem will be solved by
surrounding the trail with shrub-
bery and a small fence to keep
cars from getting onto the trail.
Final paperwork has been com-
pleted for the $61,000 state grant,
approved earlier this year.
In other council business
scheduled for tonight:
■ The council will vote on a
proclamation announcing the
month of December is National
Drug and Drunk Driver
Prevention Month. 
As part of this proclamation,
Dec. 15 will be “Lights of Life
Day” where all motor vehiclists
are asked to drive with their head-
lights on throughout the day as a
memorial for the victims of
impaired driving and to create an
awareness of the dangers of
drugged and drunk driving.
■ The council will vote to
approve a resolution that would
create a proclamation asking
Charleston residents if they
believe there should be a constitu-
tional amendment passed regard-
ing unfunded mandates.
In the November 1992 election,
80 percent of Illinois voters said
there should be a constitutional
amendment regarding unfunded
mandates.
Since no action has been taken
since the election, the Illinois
Municipal League, along with
other agencies in the state, is ask-
ing local governments to prepare
proclamations regarding unfund-
ed mandates.
■ The council will vote to pass
a resolution that would authorize
a $6,000 contract with the
Regional Planning and
Development Commission.
Annually, the city contracts
with the organization, who does
various tasks for the city includ-
ing planning, zoning, water rate
studies and motor fuel tax admin-
istration.
The city will also vote to
approve the Commission to
advise them with a state housing
rehabilitation grant to be used in
the health and safety repairs of
low to moderate income housing
in the north end of Charleston.
■ The city is scheduled to
approve the amount of money
that will be needed in taxes as
part of the annual tax levy. 
■ The council will authorize
an agreement to approve an engi-
neering study  concerning a
bridge that needs replaced
between Harrison and Tyler
Avenues on Fourth Street. Money
from the motor fuel taxes will be
used to replace the bridge.
■ The council will authorize
the hiring of two Eastern interns
to work at the Charleston Water
Treatment Plant, E. McKinley
Ave.
■ The council will authorize
the installation of four street
lights on Coolidge Avenue. The
lights would be installed some-
time within the next month.
City council expected
to authorize bike trail
By SCOTT BOEHMER
Campus editor
Eastern’s College of Arts and
Sciences has been collecting
donations to buy gifts and gro-
ceries for an unemployed family
in Charleston.
The collection, which was
organized for the second year in a
row by the college’s civil service
group, will go toward helping a
family with five children all under
the age of 9, said Rhonda Heath,
chairwoman of the college’s civil
service committee.
“Last year we decided within
our civil service group to help a
family for Christmas,” Heath
said. “Now faculty and staff and
everyone in the college is doing
it.”
Heath said she hopes to expand
the program in coming years to be
able to help out more than one
family and hopes to see other
departments also adopt families.
“We’re hoping it gets big
enough where we can sponsor
more than one family,” Heath
said. “We’d like to see every col-
lege sponsor a family at
Christmas time.
“We think it’s good (for
Eastern) to put this back into our
community,” Heath said. “We
think its a great thing and we real-
ly like doing it.”
Heath said over $300 has
already been collected, with today
being the last day for donations.
She also said 10 to 15 bags of
groceries and clothing items have
been collected.
Heath said some of the money
has already been used to purchase
items such as clothing and toys
for the children.
Heath said all areas of the uni-
versity community have been
very generous in giving dona-
tions, which doesn’t surprise her.
“We always do (have a good
response) – people are just abun-
dantly giving,” Heath said.
“We’ve never had a problem, the
college has always opened their
College of Arts collecting cash
to present to unemployed family
By REAGAN BRANHAM
Student government editor
The Apportionment Board will
vote tonight on a bylaw change
that would set a $100,000 mini-
mum floor on the reserve
account.
The meeting will be at 6:30
p.m. in the Arcola/Tuscola Room
of the Martin Luther King Jr.
University Union.
The reserve account is the
backup account the AB uses only
for emergency funding purposes .
AB Chairman Matt Herman
assigned members to look into
different ways of deciding how to
set the floor and what the mini-
mum balance should stay at dur-
ing the last meeting.
AB member Jeannie Rzepka
said AB has been talking about
changing establishing the floor
for some time. The account cur-
rently totals about $83,000.
“In the past few years it’s gone
down drastically because people
keep spending and spending,”
Rzepka said. “It’s been talked
about for a long time, and we’re
finally putting it in writing.”
By THERESA GAVLIN
Staff writer
Creating reindeer and holiday decorations is the
goal of the Holiday Ornament Workshop being
sponsored today by the Human Resources Payroll
Office.
The workshop will be at noon in the West
Balcony of the Rathskeller in the Martin Luther
King Jr. University Union.
A $1 fee is requested to cover the craft supplies
for the ornaments.
“We have craft people at the payroll office,”
said Sandi Ramsay, payroll supervisor for the pay-
roll office. 
They brought in items they made which turned
out to be easy to make and decided it would be
fun to teach the campus, Ramsay said.
“I don’t think they have had many students sign
up,” Ramsay said. Mostly faculty members and
staff have signed up. However, walk-ins are still
welcome to participate.
“They have 48 people signed up already, and
are just planning on having a good time,” Ramsay
said. “I’m sure they will because it’s just a fun
thing for (the participants).”
The ornaments will be made from items such as
candy canes, lace, felt ,  r ibbon and candles,
Ramsay said. 
A few of the items the payroll office employees
will show how to make include: a candle holder; a
little reindeer made of popsicle sticks; another
reindeer made of candy canes, yarn and felt; and
sequined ornaments made with styrofoam balls,
sequins and ribbon.
Everyone will get to make one ornament to take
home with them, Ramsay said. Participants are
encouraged to bring their own lunch, because this
event will be on most people’s lunch hour. The
Rathskeller will also be serving lunch.
DECK THE HALLS!
VISIT
BELL’S FLOWER CORNER
featuring
Fresh Flowers, Artificial Bouquets,
Poinsettas, & Christmas Arrangements
1335 Monroe                    345-3919
AB to vote on floor
for reserve account
University workshop designed
to teach art of holiday decor
Tuesday at
Bacon Cheeseburger..... $199
Double it for....... $249
All Bottles..... $150
Tomorrow nite: X-Mas Party
Santa will be there.....will you? 
Captain &
Coconut Mixer $2
Nov. 24 marked a significant
date in the history of the Catholic
church in Ireland.
On that day, Irish voters cast
more than 1.6 million ballots
regarding a constitutional amend-
ment that would legalize divorce
for the first time in the history of
Ireland. The amendment passed
by slightly over 9,000 votes –
less than 1 percent – making
divorce legal.
It is large step for a country
and a respected religion that refuses to join the 20th
Century, especially since Pope John Paul II headed the
campaign against legalizing divorce, and 92 percent of
Ireland’s 3.5 million citizens are baptized Catholic.
What does this say about the citizen’s view of the
Catholic church?
Irish Catholics are very true to their religious heritage,
but often stray from strict church rules that suppress con-
temporary society.
In fact, it wasn’t until 1985 that contraceptives were
made legal in Ireland. Imagine not being able to prevent
pregnancy or sexually-transmitted diseases because it is
against the law, or more correctly, the Catholic church, to
purchase contraceptives. Before 1985, contraceptives were
only available to married couples and even then they were
offered through prescription only.
How many Irish citizens may have married only to gain
access to contraceptives? Hopefully very few, if any, but it
is an interesting, distorted way around the former law.
If one promiscuous couple did gain access to birth con-
trol through marriage, they were able to separate in 1989
when Ireland made it legal for couples to leave each other
– not divorce – meaning those two former lovers could not
remarry in the Catholic Church.
“We say one thing and do another, but we don’t see any
hypocrisy in that, I think what we are doing is creating
ways in which to survive,” said Ruth Riddick, education
director of the Family Planning Association in Dublin, in a
Dec. 3 article of the Chicago
Tribune.
It appears that the country’s
debate is between strict Catholic
rules and the development of
society which warrants change in
many long-established laws.
So why does the Catholic
church have so much control
over Ireland’s government?
It is because over 80 percent of
Catholics in the country attend
mass weekly and the views and
political beliefs of that church are reiterated through ser-
mons or casual Sunday conversations.
As a member of the Catholic church – being baptized
and confirmed – I understand how the religion uses fear
and guilt to institute its long-standing beliefs. Fear of God
may have been the only way Irish citizens could have been
coaxed into accepting the past ban on contraceptives and
divorce.
While I in no way am intending to denounce religion or
the Catholic church, I do believe certain changes need to
be made in the Catholic religion regarding modern issues
like spousal separation and birth and disease control.
It is unwise for the Catholic church to stand so strongly
in opposition of issues such as divorce and contraceptives
because people and their ways have changed too dramati-
cally over time. 
We are not living in biblical times, so it is unnecessary
to follow some of the rules established during that period.
It is a breath of fresh air to see divorce in Ireland
become legal.
And while the situation is not pleasant, nor am I “pro-
divorce,” it is necessary for some couples to end relation-
ships, and it was unfair for Ireland or the Catholic church
to say these estranged people can not share vows again
with another love.
–Chad Gallagher is associate news editor and a regu-
lar columnist for The Daily Eastern News.
The Daily Eastern News
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Clinton making a big
mistake by sending
U.S. troops to Bosnia
Catholic church wise in legalizing divorce
CHAD GALLAGER
Regular columnist
“We are not liv-
ing in biblical
times, so it is
unnecessary to
follow some of
the rules estab-
lished during
that period.”
President Clinton has made a grave mistake
in his peacekeeping efforts by sending U.S.
troops to Bosnia.
Seven hundred U.S. troops trained in logis-
tics and communications were authorized
Sunday to be sent to Bosnia to enforce the
peace treaty recently signed in Dayton, Ohio.
The soldiers are part of a 60,000-troop force
being sent to the war-torn country.
But the soldiers will be attempting to keep a
peace that hasn’t existed in centuries. Four-
hundred years of vicious killing is not likely to
be ended by the Peace of Dayton treaty.
For years, we have been bombarded with
horrific images and stories of genocide, rape
and torture between the
Bosnian Serbs and the
Muslims. Sending A-
merican troops into this
ferocious warfare will expose them to such
risks and not put an end to the fighting.
The age-old fighting in Bosnia is of little
national interest. The war in the Balkans will
not spread to the United States, and we as a
country had little at stake in the war – until
now.
The Americans will spend this winter and
the following months attempting to separate
warring factions and disarming land mines hid-
den by snow-covered fields.
American lives are sure to be lost. Clinton
has already conceded to that, and says he can’t
predict how many casualties will actually result
from the effort. But in the name of what?
In his speech, Clinton asked Americans to
choose between peace and war in this conflict,
a decision in which Americans obviously will
choose peace. But the peace today’s Americans
want is peace of mind – a confidence that the
government will keep American soldiers on
American soil instead of sending them to a for-
eign country where neither the native citizens
nor many Americans think the soldiers are
needed.
Peacekeeping troops should be deployed
when absolutely necessary. When the United
States in directly threatened, when our super-
power status is needed to set a precedent, and
most importantly, when there is a chance that
our presence will  have a lasting, healing
impact.
Editorial
Dear editor:
It has been 50 years since the
dropping of the atomic bombs on
Japanese cities. Earlier this year,
there was much controversy about
the Enola Gay exhibit  at  the
Smithsonian. The reason for the
controversy is that documentation
has been discovered by historians
that indicates the United States
bombed Hiroshima and Nagasaki
after knowing that the Japanese
were willing to surrender. Further
evidence is that this was done to
intimidate the Russians and show
them the terr ible destruct ion
wrought by nuclear weapons.
There is nothing surprising about
this to me. It corresponds nicely
with the fact that the United States
and every other capitalist nation on
Earth invaded Russia after  the
Bolshevik Revolution to destroy the
incipient rise of socialism and the
threat that posed to the wealth and
power of the ruling class in every
capitalist country.
Also, i t  corresponds with the
atrocities committed by the United
States, either directly or through
proxies, in Vietnam, Guatemala, El
Salvador, Angloa, Mozambique,
Chile, Indonesia and East Timor.
This tremendous carnage, involving
the violent death of millions of peo-
ple and the starvation deaths of mil-
lions more, was done to stop the
spread of socialism and ensure cor-
porate access to cheap labor and
natural resources.
The idea of several  thousand
Japanese dying, and the thousands
of others suffering from radiation
poisoning, for the same reason is
very consistent with history both
before and after World War II.
This letter should in no way be
considered a condemnation of the
sacrifices of American soldiers who
fought against fascism in World War
II. I have the greatest respect and
admiration for them. The same is
true for those forgotten American
soldiers who fought against fascism
with the International Brigades in
Spain. They are heroes to me. This
letter simply questions the morality
and the reasons for the use of the
atom bomb.
Gary Sudborough
“War breeds war again.
– John Davidson
today’s quote
your turnReasoning, morality
of World War 2 atomic
bomb questionable
The Daily Eastern News encour-
ages letters to the editor concerning
local, state, national or international
issues.
Letters should be less than 350
words. For the letter to be printed,
the name of the author, the author’s
address and telephone number must
be included. If necessary, letters will
be edited according to length and
space at the discretion of the editori-
al page editor or editor in chief.
Anonymous letters will not be
printed.
If a letter has more than three
authors, only the names of the first
three will be printed.
Letter policy
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By MELANIE McCLAIN
and THERESA GAVLIN
Staff writers
Three Eastern students reported to
Charleston Police Friday that their vehicles
had been burglarized resulting in nearly
$2,000 in stolen electronic items and goods.
Chad M. Bennett, 23, of 2409 Eight St.,
told Charleston police that sometime between
midnight and 7:55 a.m. Friday, someone
pried open the sliding rear window of his
locked pickup truck parked in front of his res-
idence, a police report said.
Suspects removed Bennett’s in-dash com-
pact disc player valued at $350, a radar detec-
tor valued at $199, a nylon CD case valued at
$20 and 32 CDs valued at $480. There are no
suspects at this time.
Michael L. Abrahams, 22, of 1834
Douglas St., Apt. A, reported to police that
sometime between 1 a.m. and 10 a.m. Friday,
someone broke into his driver’s side vent
window of his locked car parked in front of
his residence and removed his in-dash
AM/FM CD player valued at $300.
Suspects also removed from the car a
leather bag valued at $100 and a blue hooded
sweatshirt inside the bag valued at $50 owned
by Brian Kessler, 22, of 2219 Ninth St.
Jaime Heggy, 19, of 114 1/2 Jackson Ave.,
reported to police that sometime between 11
p.m. Thursday and 9 a.m. Friday someone
stole a radar detector valued at $100 from her
car parked behind her residence.
In other Charleston and campus police
reports:
■ Justin R. Simons, 20, of 25 Tammy Dale
Lane, was cited by police at 1:22 a.m. Friday
along the 1200 block of Lincoln Avenue., for
consumption of alcohol by a minor and pos-
session of another’s I.D.
■ Audrey J. Mudroch, 20, of 32
Bloomfield, University Court, was cited by
police at 1:22 a.m. Friday along the 1200
block of Lincoln Avenue for consumption of
alcohol by a minor and possession of anoth-
er’s I.D.
Dawn E. Sims, 20, of the same apartment,
was also was cited by police for possession of
another’s I.D. Alissa A. Amodeo, 20, also of
the same residence, was cited by police for
illegal consumption of alcohol.
■ Leah Campbell, 28, of 1124 N. Second
St., reported to police Nov. 29 she was the
victim of a theft at Prairie View Care Center,
716 18th St. 
Campbell, human services director at the
nursing home, said she had about $450 cash
stolen from her purse.
Campbell reported to police she last saw
the cash in her purse inside her office located
just north of the main entrance. She said the
nursing home had activated a fire alarm short-
ly after 2 p.m. Nov. 29, during which time the
money must have been stolen.
3 burglaries
reported,
$2,000 lost
By KATIE VANA
Activities editor
Eastern’s up and coming composers
tonight will showcase their creativity and tal-
ent at the Composer’s Forum.
The free concert begins at 7:30 p.m. in
Dvorak Concert Hall in the Fine Arts
Building.
“For any composer, one looks for an
opportunity to display their artistic ability and
these students are anxious for a public perfor-
mance,” said Peter Hesterman, a music
department professor.
A lot of variety and styles of music will be
performed, from solo flute pieces to electron-
ic music pieces combined with lights and the
Eastern dancers, Hesterman said.
The 11 student-composers are directing
original compositions. The composers also
assembled the ensembles performing their
pieces.
The students use this to display their work,
and it is very interesting to see because of the
wide variety, and because they are all original
pieces, Hesterman said.
These students study on a private basis and
meet individually with Hesterman and Paul
Hayden, a music department professor. Many
have been composing for quite some time
and this will be the first time for others.
By BRITT CARSON
Staff writer
Nan Hennings said she hopes the holiday season will inspire
students to attend the last poetry reading this semester at the
Dudley House.
Hennings, director of literature for the Coles County Art
Council, said this month’s reading emphasizes all the holidays
including Christmas, Hanukkah, Kwanzaa and Pearl Harbor Day.
Students are invited to read or come and listen to a free open
poetry reading at 7:30 p.m. tonight at the Dudley House, 895
Seventh St.
Hennings said she suggests the theme, but the poets are not lim-
ited to the theme and may recite any poem they want. Anyone is
welcome to participate at the reading, Hennings said.
“I encourage people to read their own work and work from peo-
ple who have influenced them or that they admire,” Hennings said.
Carol Schmudde, professor in the English department, said she
has attended several of the poetry readings over the past few years
and has also interpreted several pieces of poetry.
“I like the mixture of people at the readings, there are students,
people of the community and faculty,” Schmudde said. 
“There are not very many places where you get to read poems
out loud to people that want to hear them,” she said.
Hennings said most newcomers usually sit and listen for awhile
until they feel comfortable enough to get up and read poems them-
selves.
The poetry readings benefit the poets because “it gives the poets
a forum, and I am surprised at the quality of the poetry presented,”
Hennings said.
Dudley House hosting reading tonight
to celebrate upcoming holiday season
SARAH WONG/Staff photograper
What ya got cookin’?
Kathryn Lee, a desk clerk at Andrews Hall, takes a break from the normal Dining Service menu items and tries her hand at preparing
her own meal.
Forum tonight to highlight novice composers
For any composer, one looks for an opportunity to display their artistic
ability and these students are anxious for a public performance.”
–Peter Hesterman,
music department professor“
PARK PLA CE AP ARTMENTS
The only OFF Campus Housing
ON Campus
Now Leasing for FALL ‘96
(Located across from the Union on 7th Street)
•1,2 & 3 Bedroom • Central AC
Furnished Units • Balconies
•Free Parking • Laundry
•Free Trash •Dishwashers
☞
Call anytime 348-1479
for an appointment 
Office hours:  4-6 p.m. MTWRF
OPEN HOUSE
Alumni
Lounge
Tomorrow
Picture with
Santa Claus
$1
Free Cookies & Punch
10:00 to 11:30
Dec. 6th
MONEY’S LOW
AND YOU WANT TO
GO OUT?
Y O U R
LANDLORD’S
BEGINNING TO
SCREAM &
SHOUT?
NOW YOU KNOW WHAT
YOU NEED TO DO,
ONE AD IN THE
DAILY EASTERN NEWS
CLASSIFIEDS
WILL MAKE MONEY
FOR YOU!
CALL 581-2812
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By LISA KOENIG
Staff writer
The newest technology in phone
ordering systems will be the focus
of a forum called “Using Emerging
Technology To Solve Business
Problems.”
The free presentation will be at 6
p.m. in Room 017 of Lumpkin
Hall. The presentation is open to
all faculty, staff, students or anyone
who has a business, said John
Willems, a visiting professor of
computer and operation manage-
ment.
Mark Dronen, an Eastern gradu-
ate and president and chief execu-
tive officer of DC Systems, and his
Executive Vice President, Yemieru
Chanyalew from DC Systems of
Oakbrook, Ill. will give the presen-
tation on how to use emerging
technology to solve business prob-
lems.
DC Systems creates new soft-
ware and trains people in new soft-
ware development. They also are
software consultants and special-
ists in the client server environ-
ment, said Yunus Kathawala, pro-
fessor of computer and operations
management.
Dronen and Chanyalew will dis-
cuss the complete phone-oriented
ordering system, from the ringing
of the phone to a credit check to
the completion of the order.
“The whole point is to show
what a brand new order system is
and what it does,” Willems said. “It
will show what our capabilities are
and what (the school of business)
aren’t capable of doing. We aren’t
on the cutting edge and this would
show what we could do with a cut-
ting edge computer system.
“This is a system that checks
credit and automatically re-orders
products for companies,” Willems
said.
Dronen and Chanyalew were on
campus several weeks ago to give
a presentation in the business
school on the client server and
were well received. “This should
be an excellent presentation,”
Willems added.
By SCOTT PAINTER
Staff writer
The use of light meters in photography will be
the subject of a lecture from 1:30 to 2:30 p.m.
Wednesday in the BOG Room in Booth Library.
Robert Wiseman, a professor in the audio visual
center, will talk about the basic use of the light
meter and how it is used to get a proper exposure
while taking photographs. The discussion will be
aimed toward beginning photographers.
“What people most often will get wrong when
they are taking photographs is to have the subject
be underexposed,” Wiseman said. “A person will
fail to look at a subject (up close with the light
meter) and will have a bright light in the back-
ground which will cause the meter to expose for
that light.”
If the background is darker, the subject in the
photograph will be darker than it would normally
appear. He also mentioned that this can happen
with winter scenes since snow can be five time
brighter than the ground.
Wiseman will also talk about the difference
between ambient light meters for light that is natu-
rally available in a setting and flash meters.
SARAJEVO, Bosnia-
Herzegovina (AP) – In a near-
freezing drizzle that hinted at the
winter ahead, the first NATO
troops landed in the Balkans
Monday to begin setting up a
peace mission that will bring
20,000 American soldiers into the
Bosnian conflict.
Three camouflaged British C-
130 Hercules transport planes
touched down in Sarajevo carrying
28 NATO soldiers: French, British,
Belgians and the first two
Americans.
“We’ll be setting up the head-
quarters for the bigger force to
come down,” said Sgt. Matthew
Chipman, of Beardstown, Ill., who
arrived with Sgt. Todd Eichmann,
of Kansas City, Mo.
In Croatia, 56 British communi-
cations experts arrived in the port
city of Split from Brueggen,
Germany. Some will stay at Split, a
key transit point for Bosnia. Others
will head for Sarajevo and Tuzla.
Defense Secretary William
Perry ordered 3,800 American
reservists Monday to prepare for
duty in Bosnia and U.S. troops
already in Germany got ready to
move into Hungary and set up
staging bases.
The 2,600-soldier multinational
“enabling troops” moving into
Bosnia and Croatia will set up
communications, plan transporta-
tion and arrange supplies in the 10
days before the signing of the
agreement to end three years of
war in the former Yugoslavia.
S E C R E T
S A N T A
E
I
U
Repeated By Popular Demand
TONIGHT ONLY
7:00 PM TO 10:00 PM
20% OFF
Entire Eastern Illinois Department
•Tee Shirts
•Sweats
•Hats
•Bears & Mugs
•Shorts
•Glassware
-Mail it anywhere 
with our fast
friendly sevice!
Place a
BIRTHDAY AD
with a
PHOTO AND
MESSAGE
in
The Daily
Eastern
News
(Deadline: 3 Business Days
Before Ad is to run)
SURPRISE
YOUR
FRIEND!
SARAH WONG/Staff photographer
Time out!
Chad Toney, a junior business education major, rests from a hockey game with his friends on the tennis
court next to Thomas Hall Monday afternoon.
Forum to address
new phone systems
Wednesday workshop to explain
use of light meters in photography
First NATO troops arrive
in Bosnia on Monday
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COUPON PAGE
Cut out this page and take it with you for great savings all week!
TUESDAY’S
424 West lincoln  
50¢ Off Any
Menu Item Over $1.50
Expires 12/17/95 Not valid with any other offer.
Studying? Need to Stay Awake?
Take a            Espresso Break!
50¢ Off All Espresso Drinks
(Espresso, Cappuccino, Latte, Mocha)
Expires 12/17/95.
Not valid with any other offer.
424 W. Lincoln Open until 11:00pm
$3.00
OFF
HAIRCUT
Reg. $11
$7.00
OFF ANY
PERM
Reg. $11
(corner of 7th &
Lincoln)
348-7818
COED
Hair Styling
217 Lincoln     345-1316
Bring in this coupon
and 
receive 50% off
A L L boots!
Pooh Station
607 Monroe Street • Charleston, Il 61090
10% OFF ANY ITEM
Disney Related Merchandise • 348-8811
1/2 LB Double Cheeseburger
Large Fry
16 oz. Soft Drink
$313onlywith valid EIU I.D.
Expires 12/15/95• •
1/4 LB Cheeseburger
Large Fry
16 oz. Soft Drink
$215onlywith valid EIU I.D.
Expires 12/15/95• •
20%Off RegularPricedMerchandise
Christmas is Coming and
we’re just around the corner!
Bring this in and receive
Free Gift Wrapping
FREE LARGE DRINK 
WITH ANY DELIVERY!
345-BUNS
$5  M I N I M U M  D E L I V E R YExpiresDec. 15
2 8 6 7
THIS TUESDAY
USED CDs
$5.98
$499$799
D
O
M
IN
O
'S
P
IZ
Z
A
®
D
O
M
IN
O
'S
P
IZ
Z
A
®
Make it a
pan for just
$1
Late Night Special
+ tax
Large 1-Topping
Mon. - Thurs.
After 10 PM
Not valid
with any
other offer.
• Any Size
• Any Topping
+tax
® Tuesday   Night   Special
1 Large
Cheese Pizza
$499+ Tax34
8-
82
82
Additional Toppings $1.00 each.
Not valid with any other coupon.  
Expires 12-5-95
2 FER TUESDAY
Buy One 
Get One Free!
Makin’ It Great!
345-7711
Every Tuesday buy any Medium or Large pizza at regu-
lar menu price and get a 2nd Medium or Large pizza of
equal or lesser value FREE!  Limited time offer.  Valid
only on Tuesdays from 4pm until close.
Coupon expires
12/9/95
12/05/95 12/05/95 •TODAY ONLY•
(with this coupon)
Buy One Classified Line Ad -
Get One FREE
Daaa ilyyy    Eaaa sss teee rrr nnn    Neee www sss
(Free ad runs same day as purchased ad)
ATTENTION WOMEN! Learn
self-defense. Pressure points and
joint locks. For illustrated booklet
send $10.00 check or money
order to John Hoke, 1805 Dutch
Court, South Bend, In 46614
_______________________12/5
Let an EXPERT type your paper
overnight. Wordperfect. 20 yrs.
exp. 348-5318.
_______________________12/6
ATTENTION SPRING BREAK-
ERS! Book Now!
Jamaica/Cancun $359, Bahamas
$299, Florida $129. Sell Trips,
Earn Cash, & Go Free! 1-800-
234-7007
______________________12/11
FREE TRAVEL! SPRING BREAK
‘96! Party in Jamaica, Cancun,
Bahamas, Florida, Padre. Lowest
Prices. Organize group travel
Free! Free information 1-800-
426-7710
_______________________12/6
$ CRUISE SHIPS HIRING!
Students needed! $$$+Free
Travel (Caribbean, Europe,
Hawaii!) Seasonal/Permanent,
No exper. Necessary. Guide 919-
929-4398 ext C1038
______________________12/11
A L A S K A
E M P L O Y M E N T — F i s h i n g
Industry. Earn up to $3,000-
$6,000+ per month. Room &
Board! Transportation! Male/-
Female. No experience neces-
sary! (206)545-4155 ext A57382
______________________12/11
TROPICAL BEACH RESORT
JOBS—Luxurious hotels are now
hiring seasonal posit ions.
Lifeguards, food service, house-
keepers, host/hostess, and front
desk staff. Call Resort
Employment Services 1-206-632-
0150 ext. R57381
______________________12/11
PART-TIME HELP NEEDED 15-
20 hours per week at $5.00/hr.
Call Jennifer at Gandolf i ’s
Chiropractor. 345-4065
______________________12/11
EARN $500-$1500 per week
folding pamphlets for your
home/dorm. For free 24-hour
information serious individuals
call 317-420-1721
______________________12/11
HIRING PARTTIME Kitchen and
wait staff, Apply at Stix, 1412 4th
Street, Charleston
_______________________12/6
MATTOON YMCA IS HIRING,
Lifeguards, swim instructors, fit-
ness instructors: low, high, step
bench, and aqua. 234-9494 Ask
for Carrie or Kim.
_______________________12/8
SCHOLASTIC RECOGNITION
NOW HIRING computer opera-
tors and general office help for
positions open after X-mas break.
Need computer operators familiar
with Pagemaker or Quark. Also
need a general off ice help.
Flexible hours. Call 345-9194 for
appointment.
_______________________12/8
WILL YOU BE HOME for Xmas
Break? Is home in the south or
west suburbs? If yes, work with us
at RGIS taking inventory in Retail
Establishments. Work as much as
you want, while you’re on break
and even after! $6.50 per hour. No
exp necessary. Paid training. Call
now to schedule interview during
Dec. (708) 434-0396 EOE
_______________________12/5
ONE FEMALE ROOMMATE
NEEDED for Spring of ‘96. Nice
House, close to campus. For
more info, 348-0335
_______________________12/8
ROOMMATE NEEDED FOR
SPRING SEM. ‘96. Own room.
Call for details. 345-9219.
_______________________12/8
MALE ROOMMATE Needed For
Spring Semester in University
Court Yorkshire. Balcony. Call
Anytime 581-8007.
_______________________12/5
SUBLESSOR NEEDED FOR
SP.’96. Eff. apt. Low utilities;
Newly remodeled; All new appli-
ances. For more info call Amy,
345-2250
_______________________12/8
2 SUBLESSORS NEEDED for
Spring Semester ‘96. 3 bedroom
house close to campus. Price
negotiable. Call Susan at 348-1777
______________________12/11
SUBLESSOR NEEDED for
Spring Semester. Close to cam-
pus, own apartment. For more
information, call Kelly 345-2363
______________________12/11
NEED MALE ROOMMATE to
share a 2 bedroom furnished
apartment at McArthur Manor.
Telephone 345-2231.
_______________________12/8
2 SUBLESSORS NEEDED for
Spring 96 to share 3 bedroom
apt., own rooms. Close to cam-
pus, pets allowed. Call Kim at
345-7508 or Cindi at 581-3347.
______________________12/11
1 FEMALE SUBLESSOR NEED-
ED for Spring ‘96. Cheap, Close
to campus, own Room, free park-
ing. Call 345-5748
_______________________12/8
FEMALE SUBLESSOR NEEDED
for Spring 96. Own room. Price
very negotionable. Please call
348-7523.
_______________________12/8
RENT OWN ROOM IN 4 BED-
ROOM HOUSE. Washer and
dryer in house. $40 set fee for all
utilities. Please call 345-9671.
_______________________12/8
FEMALE SUBLESSOR NEEDED
for Spring Semester to share
recently remodeled 2 bedroom
apt. Own spacious room, large
kitchen and bath. Call Janice
345-2161
_______________________12/8
FEMALE SUBLESSOR- SP.
SEM. Own room, close to cam-
pus. Free trash/parking, under-
ground pool. $170/mo (heat incl.)
+ utilities. Call Rebecca-345-
1489. Leave message.
_______________________12/7
1 or 2 SUBLESSORS NEEDED
for Lincolnwood. $100 a month
plus utilities. Own room and pool.
Call Anne at 345-4544
_______________________12/6
2 SUBLESSORS NEEDED. 2
blocks for campus, $220/mo.
348-5015 Kirt.
_______________________12/8
2-4 SUBLESSORS Spring semester,
2 bedroom, 1 1/2 bath, Dishwasher,
close to campus. MATT 348-7783
_______________________12/8
MALE SUBLESSOR NEEDED for
spring ‘96. Apartment across from
Old Main. Own Bedroom. Call
348-0172
______________________12/11
ONE BEDROOM FURNISHED.
1-2 people. Dishwasher, disposal,
balcony. Call 345-9329 or Kelly at
345-2363. RE: 306.
______________________12/11
SUBLESSOR NEEDED to f i l l
clean, comfortable single apart-
ment. Located across from Old
Main (Oldetown Apts) Call 348-
1524.
_______________________12/8
SUBLESSOR NEEDED ASAP for
Spring Semester 96 $250/mo. +
Uti l i t ies, 1 bedroom, PETS
ALLOWED, Call 348-0961
_______________________12/6
FEMALE SUBLESSOR NEED-
ED! Only $150 a month, own
room, water, trash and parking
included! 348-8757.
_______________________12/8
2-BEDROOM FURNISHED on
square $200/month. Includes
heat, water, cable. 348-0078.
_______________________12/8
1-2 SUBLESSORS NEEDED.
Newly remodeled, large 1 bed-
room for Spr. and Sum. 96.
Excellent Location. Call 345-4294
______________________12/11
SUBLESSOR NEEDED
Charleston Apt. Living with three
other Students, have your own
room. Washer, dryer, fairly large
place. $160.00 month plus utl.
Call 217-342-4521. Ask for Cley
______________________12/11
1-2 SUBLESSORS NEEDED for
Spring 96. Own Room. Price
negotionable. Call 348-8716.
_______________________12/8
M/F SUBLESSOR NEEDED for
Spring 96. Own room, Close to
Campus. $140/Mo + utilities. Call
Steffanie. 345-4659
______________________12/11
3 bdrm FURNISHED HOUSE 1
BLOCK FROM CAMPUS
$600/MO. call after 5pm 348-8870
______________________12/11
STUDIO APT. $165 per month.
Water/trash pd. AVAIL. Jan 3.
Call Amy 348-1418
______________________12/11
AVAIL. JAN. 2 BEDROOM unfur-
nished apartment. Water/trash
pd. $430 per month, NO PETS
ALLOWED. 947 4th Street, Ph.
348-7746
______________________12/11
SERIOUS STUDIES SECOND
SEMESTER? One room apt. with
Kitchenette & bath. All new Decor
& appliances. C21 Wood, Jim
Wood, 345-4489
______________________12/11
FURNISHED STUDIO APT. PD
UTIL $275/mo. call after 5pm
348-8870
______________________12/11
WOMEN ONLY ROOMS for rent.
Furnished singles and doubles 1
block for Union. $220/mo. includ-
ing utilities. Pat Novak 708-789-
3372
______________________12/11
SPRING ‘96. 3 Bedroom House.
Washer/Dryer. $630 a month.
Last month free. Call Jennifer
348-8637.
_______________________12/7
INDIVIDUAL ROOMS FOR MEN-
COMMON LR, DR, KIT, AND
BATH-NEAR TO CAMPUS-
HEAT/ELE PD-OFF STREET
PARKING-$205/mo. call after
5pm 348-8870
______________________12/11
3 BDRM. Spring Semester. 1528
3rd St. Dishwasher, Fireplace, 1
1/2 bath, washer and dryer. $225
per student. 235-0405
______________________12/11
2 BEDROOMS for RENT in a 4
bedroom house. Together or sep-
arately. Call 348-0850
_______________________12/7
USED CD’S The area’s largest
selection of used CD’s,
cassette’s, concert T-shirts, and
video games. We buy, sell, and
trade. Music Exchange 512 N.
19th st. Mattoon 234-3668
Classified Ad Form
Name:___________________________________
Address: _________________________________
Phone: _________________Student  ❏ Yes ❏ No
Dates to run ______________________________
Ad to read:
20 cents per word first day ad runs. 14 cents per word each consec-
utive day thereafter. Students with valid ID 15 cents per word first
day. 10 cents per word each consecutive day. 15 word minimum.
Student ads must be paid in advance.
DEADLINE 2 P.M. PREVIOUS DAY-NO EXCEPTIONS
The News reserves the right to edit or refuse ads
considered libelous or in bad taste.
Under Classification of: _____________________________________
Expiration code (office use only) ______________________________
Person accepting ad_________________Compositor _____________
no. words/days ___________________Amount due:$ _____________
Payment:
Check number________________
❏ Cash ❏ Check ❏ Credit
Epsilon Sigma Alpha will have a philanthropic meeting at 9:30 p.m. at
Ringenberg 21. Call Michelle or Jennifer at #8101 if you can’t attend. 
Student Assn. of Family and Consumer Science will have its holiday
party from 1-3 p.m. in Klehm 110. 
ROTC is having a fundraising Tootsie Roll sale from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. in
Coleman Hall to raise money for the cadet fund. 
The Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual and Allies Union is having its holiday party at
7 p.m. in 211 Coleman Hall. Come try Eric’s fruitcake. Everyone welcome. 
Wesley Foundation will be finishing our study of the Book of James at 7
p.m. at the Wesley Foundation, 2202 4th St. Hope you can join us. 
Apportionment Board will meet at 6:30 p.m. in the Arcola-Tuscola Room in
the Union. 
Sociology Club will have it meeting at 5 p.m. in Room 200, Blair Hall. Bring
money for dues if they are not already paid. 
Student Volunteer Center will be helping out at The Depot Clothing Pantry
tonight from 6-8 p.m. If you’d like to help, call Doug at 581-3538.
Newman Catholic Center will have Bible Study tonight at 6 p.m. in
Coleman 109A; Haiti Connection tonight at 7:30 p.m. at the Newman
Catholic Center; Sacrament of Reconciliation tonight from 8-9 p.m. at the
Newman Chapel, corner of 9th and Lincoln; Mass today at noon at the
Newman Chapel. 
PLEASE NOTE: Campus Clips are run free of charge ONE DAY ONLY for
any non-profit, campus organizational event. All Clips should be submitted to
The Daily Eastern News office by noon ONE BUSINESS DAY BEFORE
DATE OF EVENT. Example: an event scheduled for Thursday should be
submitted as a Campus Clip by NOON Wednesday. (Thursday is deadline
for Friday, Saturday or Sunday events.) Clips submitted AFTER DEADLINE
WILL NOT be published. No clips will be taken by phone. Any Clip that is
illegible or contains conflicting information WILL NOT BE RUN. Clips may be
edited for available space.
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TUESDAY NOVEMBER 5
P.M.
6:00
6:30
7:00
7:30
8:00
8:30
9:00
9:30
10:00
10:30
WTWO-2 WCIA-3 WAND-7, 17 ESPN-24 USA-26 WGN-16, 9C
Wheel of Fortune News News SportsCenter Wings Family Matters
Inside Edition Inside Edition Wheel of Fortune Wings Newhart
Wings The Client Roseanne College Basketball: Murder, She Wrote Movie: A Stranger
NewsRadio Hudson St. Michigan at LSU Among Us
Fraiser Movie: Marked Home Improv. Boxing: Czyz-
Wings for Death Coach College Basketball: Jackson
Dateline NBC Barbara Walters Missouri at Arkansas News 
News News News Wings Night Court
Jay Leno David L. (10:35) Nightline (10:35) SportsCenter Wings Simon & Simon
WILL-12 LIF-40 Fox-8, 55 DSC-33 WEIU-9, 51 TBS-18
MacNeil, Lehrer Commish Roseanne Beyond 2000 Carmen Sandiego Funniest Home...
Simpsons Next Step Bill Nye Funniest Home...
L. Welk... Unsolved Mysteries Movie: ...Euro. Dining Alone Little House on Movie: Octopussy
Vacation The Prairie
Movie: Home Myst. Universe Bonanza
Do You Remember? for Christmas World of Wonder
Star Trek: Voyager Rediscovering News Movie: Live 
America Firing Line and Let Die
As Time Goes By Unsolv. Myst. Final Justice Next Step Life Choices
Movie Cops Beyond 2000 Movie
1986 CADILLAC EL DORADO,
burgundy 2 door loaded. $2800
or obo. 348-7860. Must sell.
_______________________12/7
SEGA CD plus two games. Box
and instructions $100, 348-1882.
_______________________12/5
LOFT FOR SALE, new, Price
Negotiable. Call 581-3402 Leave
Message/Stephanie!
_______________________12/5
IN-DASH CD PLAYER, Like new.
Kenwood KDC-7000, CD/-
Receiver, High Powered. Remov-
able Face. All Cables. $300 or
best offer. Call Mike at 345-3161.
_______________________12/5
Don’t waste your $ on Rent. Invest
IT. $150-$250 mo. to own 3BR
Mobile Home Univ. Est. 345-5370.
______________________12/11
BRAND NEW CAR STEREO
EQUIPMENT Clarron 5790 &
Jenson JS9300 radios, 12in
Kickers, 2 Alphasconic PMA215ix
Amps. Brian 345-3584
______________________12/11
FREE FINANCIAL AID! Over $6
Billion in private sector grants & schol-
arships is now available. All students
are eligible regardless of grades,
income, or parent’s income. Let us
help. Call Student Financial Services:
1-800-263-6495 ext. F57382
______________________12/11
**SPRING BREAK 96-MEXI-
CO**From $399. 7 days-7 nights-
Rt AirFair. Free nightly Fiesta.
Limited space, Call now! 1800-
844-2193.
_______________________12/5
DEBBIE: Congratulations and good
luck on the engagement. Best
Wishes for your future. Love, Dan
_______________________12/5
VISIT THE ONE AND ONLY
SECRET SANTA HEADQUARTERS
AT TOKENS.
_______________________12/8
NOW OPEN-THE SWEET
SHOPPE. Candy, Gourmet choco-
lates, Gifts, Baskets, Balloons. 301
W. Lincoln. 348-8009
_______________________12/5
There will be a MOUNTAIN BIKE
CLUB meeting on Tuesday
Dec.5, 7:00pm at Bike & Hike.
_______________________12/5
C.D. TRIPLEPLAY-1414 6TH,
Half a block North of Old Main
348-8218. Your place for Athletic
Apparel-Now on SALE-NIKE 10%
OFF, Brooks and Saucony 25%
OFF, Reebok, Hyp, and
Basketball Uniforms 50% OFF.
_______________________12/8
TO THE MEN OF SIGMA PHI
EPSILON: I am honored to represent
your house as your new sweetheart. I
am also proud of all you and wish you
the best of luck with finals! TAU Love,
Christie
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*Deluxe Dinner includes: Soup or Small
Salad, Drink, Potato, and Vegetable
Martin Luther King Jr. University Union - Rathskeller & The Loft
$.99
$2.99
$2.99 / $3.99 Deluxe
Mon. Tues. Wed. Thurs. Fri. Sat. Sun.
Pizza
Burger
1/3 Lb.
Rathskeller
Burger
Gyro Sloppy
Joe
Fish
Sand-
wich
Chili
Dog &
Cheese
Grilled
Ham &
Cheese
Jumbo
Pork
Fritter
Italian
Beef
Sandwich
Meatball
Hero
Batter
Dipped
Chicken
Sausage
of the
Week
Philly
Sand-
wich
Boneless
BBQ Rib
Sandwich
Chef’s
Choice
Salisbury
Steak
Cordon
Bleu
Beef
Man-
hattan
Open Mon. - Fri.  11 am - 8 pm, Sat. - Sun. 4 - 8 pm
Check out  our new vegetar ian entrees!!
Call our Hotline for Today’s Specials at 581-5326
Fish &
Fries
Taco Bar Spaghetti
$1.99 all-you-can-eat weekend
with Fr ies
& Dr ink
The Daily Eastern News
is your door to the EIU community.
Rolling
rock
$1
Wed. Night is Old School Night
345-7849345-7849
16OZ. DRAFTS $1.25
DAIQUIRI’S $2.05
BAR MIXERS $2.05
ML & BL
RESTAURANT &
BANQUET FACILITY
1412 4TH ST.
CHARLESTON
FRIED CHICKEN DINNER   $4.50
ALL AGES WELCOME BEFORE 9 PM.  AFTER 9 PM --21 TO ENTER • NEVER A COVER
LUNCH SPECIALS 11 AM-2 PM
Cordon Bleu                         $4.25
Ham-n-Swiss on rye                               $3.50
SOUP OF THE DAY- Turkey with Rice 
$2.00 for bowl & $1.50 w/ sandwich
Grinders, your off campus study place, 
Now Open Daily!
Visa,
Mastercard,
Discover & 
American Express
Accepted
Top 40 CD & Video Night
FREE Giveaways • Super Specials
Just
PLEASE
GR,
GUARANTEED RESULTS ADS
Sell your item with a 6 day Classified Line Ad
or get 6 Additional Insertions at No Extra
Cost!Offer restricted to private parties.  Each item for sale must be priced in the
ad.  If one item is sold, from any source, it will constitute a successful ad.
Guaranteed Results Ads MUST be paid for before the ad runs.  If you do not
sell ANY item, you may rerun your ad for an additional 6 days at no extra
charge.  Rerun ads must be claimed within 30 days.  NO REFUNDS!
this 
space for
rent
581-2812
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Photos by
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 photo edit
or
The
Amazing
Bud Lig
ht
Daredevi
ls
Mark Odgers goes up for dunk while Rick Benevento stands by the sidelines watch-
ing his Daredevil  partner.
(top row, left to right) Kyle Heikkila, Seth Botone, Mark Odgers, (bottom row, left to
right) Rick Benevento and Erik Heikkila comprise the Bud Light Daredevils who have
performed in Lantz Gymnasium  for the  11th consecutive year. 
Erik Heikkila performs one of the monstrous dunks during the Bud Light Daredevils’
exhibition Monday night in Lantz Gymnasium in a timeout during the first half of the
Lady Panther’s game.
Seth Botone
jumps off a
trampoline
while Rick
B e n e v e n t o
watches his
D a re d e v i l
partner fin-
ish the act.
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season numbers to 12-3 with his second consecutive top-
three finish after winning his weight class at the Northern
Open in Wisconsin.
Pena is currently ranked 11th in the nation in the 118-
pound class. He is 10-5 on the season. Fix, a senior, is 6-3
after just two meets and Wells, a junior, is 7-4 in two meets.
■ Baseball inks two prep stars: Head baseball coach Jim
Schmitz announced Monday the signing of two Illinois high
school standouts to baseball scholarships. Kris Henry, an
outfielder from Springfield, and Phil Jorstad, an infielder
from Morris, will both play Panther baseball in beginning
with the 1996 season.
Henry is a three-year letterman at Springfield Southeast
High School who batted .325 last spring as a junior with 18
stolen bases. Also used as a pitcher, Henry set a school
record in firing 17 strikeouts in a seven-inning game.
Jorstad has played on Morris’ 1995 Class AA state cham-
pion squad and its 1993 state runner-up team. The outfielder
batted .402 with 10 homers and 44 RBIs with a .940 slug-
ging percentage last season in being named to the Little
Seven Conference’s First Team. Jorstad also received
national recognition as First Team District 4 by the National
High School Coaches Association.
“Phil can flat out hit,” Schmitz said in a press release.
“He’s definitely a player who we believe can produce as a
freshman. Kris is multi-talented...the complete package.”
■ Softball squad preparing for future as well: Eastern’s
first-year head coach Stephanie Fox has announced the sign-
ings of two softball recruits. Sara DeLaere and Carrie
Waters have both inked softball scholarships to attend
Eastern.
DeLaere, from Silvis-East Moline United High School,
was a Western Big Six All-Conference player as a pitcher
and first baseman. As a junior last season, she hit .340 with
an 0.86 earned run average on the hill. 
“Not only is Sara one of the top pitchers in Illinois, she
also is an excellent hitter,” Fox said of DeLaere’s multiple
talents. DeLaere was also a member of the Quad City
Firebirds, a summer team in the Amateur Softball
Association.
Waters, who attends Morris High School with fellow
Eastern baseball signee Phil Jorstad, was All-Conference in
the Little Seven as a junior. The outfielder hit .625 with a
.895 slugging percentage in Little Seven Conference con-
tests. She also was quick on the basepaths as she stole eight
bases.
“Carrie will bring some much needed speed to our team,”
Fox said. “I believe she can excel as a college outfielder.”
Samuels said that his freshmen guards –
Chad Peckinpaugh, Larry Moore and
Dwight Woods – could become strong free
throw shooters in time. But center Eric
Frankford has not yet reached the charity
stripe this season – a fact that is troubling to
his coach.
“Eric is averaging 25 minutes a game, but
he has not been to the line yet,” Samuels
said. Frankford, who had a season-high eight
points against Millikin, is averaging only 4.3
points a game this season. “We need him to
do more things. We need him to power to
the basket, because if we get him to the free
throw line I think he could be one of our bet-
ter shooters.”
The DePaul Blue Demons make their
first-ever visit to Lantz Gym Wednesday.
And historically, that should be a frightening
thought. DePaul has never lost to Eastern,
winning all three meetings since 1971. The
Panthers played the Blue Demons for two
straight years (1971-72 and 1972-73) before
playing for just the third time last season. 
Last season’s meeting saw Eastern drop a
96-73 decision to DePaul. Derrick Landrus
led the way for the Panthers with 20 points,
but Eastern was out rebounded 41-29.
This season, DePaul is averaging 39 rpg
while Eastern is hauling in 35 boards a
game. Samuels hopes to see his squad battle
with the Demons on the glass.
“Bryant Bowden is a big part of
(DePaul’s) scheme,” Samuels said. “I hope
we can stop him on the inside once or
twice.”
Bowden, at 6-foot-8 and 250 pounds, is
averaging 15.5 points and 10.3 rebounds for
the 2-2 Blue Demons.
“We’ve seen positive things to build from,
but we need to get better in a hurry,”
Samuels said. Two of Samuels’ big men
agreed that Eastern needed some upgrading
in the intensity department before the
DePaul contest.
“We can’t come in here Wednesday night
(against DePaul) and play with the intensity
we did (against Millikin) or we’ll get
killed,” Slaughter said. The 6-foot-7 forward
had five points and six rebounds at the
Rosemont Horizon in the teams’ meeting
last season.
Frankford, who made his Eastern regular
season debut against DePaul last year, said
Eastern would need a complete game
Wednesday if it hopes to escape with a vic-
tory.
“(The Millikin game) shows us how hard
we need to play to win,” Frankford said.
“For me personally, I need to start going to
the basket more. I have no height on my
jumper still, but I guess that’s something I
have to deal with for the whole season. But
against DePaul, we really need to play the
MEN’S HOOPS from page 12
NOTES from page 12
Tuesday... 12/4/95
$1.75 22oz.
Bottles of MGD &
Miller Lite
TMFast Free
Delivery To
d
a
y’
s 
S
p
e
ci
a
l! Large 1-Topping Pizza
$4... 99
Today’s S
pecial!
Tax not
included
Cheesestix
Sm. $3.58
Md. $6.39
Lg.         $7.39
348-5454
EAT EVERY TUESDAY & THURSDAY
5 TO 9 pm
Jerry’s Pizza ’ i
& Pub
Corner of 4th and Lincoln
ALL YOU CAN EAT!
•PIZZA          •SALAD BAR
•SPAGHETTI        •GARLIC BREAD
$3.99 Plus Tax
Children 10 and under eat for $2.00
345-2844
When your
money’s
running out,
and the rent
is coming due...
Sell your stuff
in The News’
Classifieds!
THEY
WILL
WORK
FOR
YOU!!
in the first half, as sophomore forward Barbora Garbova
was held to four points and senior guard Kenya Green only
scored five points.
According to Green, the fact that the team was unable to
get into its offense was the biggest problem in the first half.
“Getting into our offense was the biggest problem
tonight,” Green said. “We just struggled offensively as far
as running our set offense.”
Freshman forward Andrea Wax was also disappointed
with the team’s performance against Indiana, but believes
the team cannot make any excuses about the loss.
“There wasn’t any excuse for the way we played
tonight,” Wax said. “We just have to work harder, execute
more and play better in Saturday’s game against Austin
Peay.”
And although Ohio Valley Conference foe Austin Peay
University is playing at Lantz on Saturday, Klein is going
to focus on his own team before worrying about Austin
Peay.
“We’re going to focus on our own team right now and
worry about ourselves,” Klein said. “I just think we need to
take care of what we need to do as a team in the next cou-
ple of days of practice before we start focusing on Austin
Peay on Saturday.”
OFFENSE from page 12
NEW YORK (AP) – A group of baseball sluggers
could be taking a hit from the Internal Revenue
Service.
According to the Daily News, federal authorities
believe the players – most of whom are in the Hall of
Fame – collected nearly $250,000 in cash for signing
autographs and never reported it to the IRS.
The newspaper said its story was based on a confi-
dential federal report it obtained.
The story came after two former players, ex-
Brooklyn Dodger Duke Snider and ex-San Francisco
Giant Willie McCovey, pleaded guilty to tax evasion
charges for hiding cash earned selling their auto-
graphs.
According to the newspaper, Hank Aaron, Ernie
Banks, Reggie Jackson, Harmon Killebrew, Eddie
Mathews, Tony Perez, Pete Rose, Frank Robinson,
Mike Schmidt and the late Mickey Mantle are among
the players who allegedly didn’t include the cash pay-
ments when they filed their tax returns.
Two others – Willie Mays and Ted Williams –
reported payments on their tax forms.
Besides Mantle, Banks and Robinson, the others
payments were: McCovey, $22,000; Rose, $20,000;
Schmidt, $20,000; Mathews, $20,000; Mays,
$19,000; Jackson, $15,000; Snider, $10,000; Aaron,
$8,500; Killebrew, $4,500; Perez, $4,500; and
Williams, amount unknown.
CHAMPAIGN (AP) – Jerry Hester scored 16 points as No. 21
Illinois overwhelmed Kansas State 82-56 Monday.
Fresh from Saturday’s upset victory over Duke, the Illini (4-0) used
accurate outside shooting and aggressive full-court pressure to beat
the Wildcats (3-1). Illinois shot 61 percent from the floor and 45 per-
cent from 3-point range.
Kansas State fell behind early, and Illinois had comfortable double-
digit leads throughout most of the game. The closest the Wildcats got
in the second half was 15 points as a jumper by Anton Hubert brought
the score to 50-35 with 14:38 to go.
Illinois led by at least 17 points from there. A 3-pointer from
Hester with 4:47 to go gave Illinois its second 25-point lead, 77-52.
Sluggers may still owe taxes Illini win again
The Daily Eastern News
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With the addition of women’s
golf to Eastern athletics, Eastern
men’s golf coach Mike Moncel
will coach both teams when it
becomes an official intercolle-
giate sport at Eastern in the fall of
1996.
Director of Athletics Bob
McBee said in a release that
Moncel was “the obvious choice
to head the women’s program
when it is instituted next fall.
“Because of his reputation in
this area and contacts through pri-
vate lessons, we’re confident
Mike can field a competitive
women’s team,” McBee said.
“Mike’s been a steadying, posi-
tive influence on our men’s pro-
gram.”
Moncel has been the men’s
coach at Eastern for two years
and also heads up a private busi-
ness giving golf lessons in east
central Illinois, according to the
release.
“It should be fun and challeng-
ing to develop a program
from scratch,” Moncel
said. “Initially I would
like to have eight to 10
women on our team.”
But Moncel said that a
lack of women’s colle-
giate programs in the
area could place a
damper on recruiting.
“There are not that
many women’s collegiate
teams in this area so I’m
hopeful we can attract
some quality student-athletes who
are interested in continuing their
golf career beyond the high
school level,” Moncel said.
■ McCausland happy with
grapplers’ start: Eastern’s wrest-
ling team had four of its members
place in the top five of their
weight classes at last weekend’s
Northern Iowa Open in Cedar
Falls, Iowa.
“I like what I’m seeing for this
early in the season,” head coach
Ralph
McCausland said. “We’re pro-
gressing every meet and winning
a lot of our close matches.”
McCausland’s top finishers at
Northern Iowa were Matt Hughes
(third at 158 pounds), Dave Pena
(third at 118), Tim Fix (third at
167) and John Wells (fifth at
134).
Hughes finished the meet with
a 5-1 record and improved his
Panther 
Notes
By BRIAN LESTER 
Staff writer
The first halves are just not
getting any easier for the Lady
Panthers.
And against Indiana
University, Eastern dug itself into
a hole that it was never able to
dig itself out of, losing 90-63
after trailing by 27 at halftime.
The first half deficit was the
worst for the Lady Panthers this
season. And according to head
coach John Klein, his team sim-
ply struggled on offense.
“We had a tough time execut-
ing our offense tonight,” Klein
said. “Indiana dominated the
inside and our team had a tough
time controlling that. I’m just dis-
appointed we didn’t play harder
inside.”
Early in the first half Eastern
was going head-to-head with
Indiana, only trailing 14-11 with
13 minutes to go.
But after Kenya Green missed
a fall away shot, Indiana took
control. The Lady Hoosiers
outscored the Lady Panthers 42-
18 the rest of the way to take the
56-29 halftime lead.
And in addition to taking
advantage of dismal 12-of-35
shooting by Eastern and 12
turnovers, Indiana head coach Jim
Izard believed his team played
well on both the offensive and
defensive end during the first
half.
“We shot extremely well
tonight,” Izard said. “We hit well
from the perimeter, from the
inside and the team played solid
defense during the half.”
Indiana also managed to keep
By MATT ERICKSON
Associate sports editor
After holding off Millikin’s
late-game rally Saturday night,
Eastern’s men’s basketball team
realized that games are not won
in any less than 40 minutes.
“I think we forgot it’s a 40-
minute game. We thought it
was a 30-minute game,” were
head coach Rick Samuels’ com-
ments after the contest.
Michael Slaughter, who had
20 points and a team-high eight
rebounds against the Big Blue,
also said the team’s effort down
the stretch could have been bet-
ter. Slaughter is leading the
Mid-Continent Conference in
field goal percentage with .680.
“It wasn’t a good win
because we fizzled out at the
end,” Slaughter said. The junior
forward’s offensive perfor-
mance featured seven of 10
shooting from the field, but just
6-of-11 from the charity stripe.
But aside from the second-
half shortcomings, Samuels
said his squad needs improve-
ment on its free throw shooting.
The Panthers converted only
15-of-32 (47 percent) free
throws in the game compared to
14 of 20 (70 percent) for
Millikin.
Eastern has made just 38-of-
68 (56 percent) free throws in
its three games this season. And
Samuels believes several fac-
tors are contributing to that
statistic.
“We’re not getting our better
shooters to the line, so our per-
centage is low,” Samuels said.
But Slaughter ’s free throw
shooting could be mental,
according to Samuels.
“Michael Slaughter knows he
will get to the line, so we need
him at the line not thinking
about it. In that respect, we’re
sort of between a rock and a
Moncel will head
women’s golf
See NOTES page 11
Men’s hoops team
needs to play full
game to top DePaul 
See MEN’S HOOPS page 11
Hoosiers humble Eastern at Lantz, 90-63
By JOSH HARBECK
Staff writer
When things go wrong, things go wrong.
Indiana University built up a 27-point halftime
lead and coasted to a 90-63 victory over the Lady
Panthers Monday night.
The Hoosiers used both the inside and the outside
game to jump ahead.
“They did a real nice job shooting the ball,”
Eastern head coach John Klein said. “They were real-
ly on tonight offensively.”
Indiana took advantage of some Lady Panther
defensive breakdowns as it scored 56 first-half
points, the most given up by Eastern in a half this
season.
Freshman forward Andrea Wax said that Indiana’s
inside game boosted the offense.
“They just had some uncontested layups. It was
mostly the bigger players,” Wax said.
Even when the Lady Panthers (1-3) got things
going, Indiana was there to take the momentum back.
“That’s pretty much the way it’s been the whole
year,” Klein said. “We do some good things and then
we can’t sustain it.”
Sophomore forward Barbora Garbova got Eastern
on the board first, and then added to the lead with a
jumper a minute later.
After the Hoosiers went on a 6-0 run to break out
to an 8-4 advantage, senior guard Kenya Green hit a
three-pointer to bring the Lady Panthers within one.
But then Indiana began to take the game over, as it
outscored Eastern 30-11 in the next 10 minutes. By
halftime, the lead was 27.
The second half showed more of the same as the
Indiana lead kept increasing. The closest the Lady
Panthers got was four minutes into the second half
when sophomore guard Jess Laska’s three-point play
brought Eastern within 23.
“We had to play at the top of our game for a 40-
minute period, and we’re not close to that right now,”
Klein said.
Indiana capitalized on all aspects of its offense.
The Hoosiers shot over 50 percent from the field
and nailed 10-of-19 three-point attempts (6-of-10 in
the first half).
But perhaps the most impressive stat was Indiana’s
free throw shooting. For the game, the Hoosiers shot
87 percent, hitting on 26-of-30 attempts, including
18-of-22 in the first half.
Eastern had a total of nine free throw attempts, hit-
ting seven. And even though the Lady Panthers
played Indiana even at 34-34 in the second half,
Klein said he takes no satisfaction from the tie.
“I don’t buy the 34-34 second half as something to
feel good about,” he said. “We could have played it
34-34 in the first half, and then go out there and
make it a game in the final 20 minutes.”
Green noted that the team has to take something
away from the game.
“We have to really take time to reflect upon this
game,” she said. “You hate to lose to anybody in your
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Eastern center Amanda Garretson puts up a shot against Indiana’s
Quacy Barnes in the Panthers 90-63 non-conference loss to Big Ten
member Indiana. 
Big Ten’s Indiana
hands Lady Panthers
third-straight loss
Offense taken out in first half 
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